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Abstract— Source/drain stressors in FinFET-based circuits lose their
effectiveness at smaller contacted gate pitches. To improve circuit
performance, a dual gate pitch technique is proposed in this work,
where standard cells with double the gate pitch are selectively used
on the gates of the circuit critical paths, at minimal area and power
costs. A stress-aware library characterization is performed for FinFET-
based standard cells by obtaining stress distributions using finite element
simulations on a subset of structures. The stresses are then employed to
create look-up tables for mobility multipliers and threshold voltage shifts,
for subsequent performance characterization of FinFET-based standard
cells. Finally, a circuit delay optimizer is applied using the dual gate pitch
approach and is compared with an alternative gate sizing approach. Using
a combination of gate sizing and the dual gate pitch approach, it is shown
that the average power delay product improves by 12.9% and 15.9% in
14nm and 10nm technologies, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern lithography improves printability and reduces critical

dimension (CD) variations by requiring transistor gates in a standard

cell to lie on a regular grid [1]. To achieve high density, the

contacted gate pitch (i.e., the minimum allowable distance between

the centers of two adjacent transistor gates with a contact in between)

is typically set to be uniform. In successive technology generations,

this parameter is reduced to achieve higher integration densities.

This notion of a constant pitch significantly impacts the perfor-

mance of FinFETs [2] that are used in advanced technologies to

offer stronger control over short-channel effects and provide higher

on:off current ratios as compared to conventional planar transistors.

As in planar transistors, FinFET performance can be greatly enhanced

using strain engineering [3] by placing stressors in the fin, in the

source/drain region between the transistor gates. However, strain

engineering faces two difficulties in FinFET technologies:

• Reduced stressor volume: Reduced gate pitches imply that the

volume of stressor in the source/drain region is constrained,

limiting the effectiveness of strain engineering [4].

• Fin edge effects: Source/drain-induced stresses relax along the

free edges at the end of the fin [5], resulting in lower stresses

and lower mobilities for transistors closer to the fin edge.

To overcome the reduced stressor volume, i.e., the dependence of

source/drain stressor volume with contacted gate pitch, techniques

such as densified STI [6], or metal-gate-induced stress help to incor-

porate additional stress over and above source/drains stressors. Other

methods include a lattice-mismatched strain relaxed buffer that may

be grown below the active fin, but this is better suited for Ge-based

fins and is impractical for silicon-based channels [4]. To address fin

edge effects, alternative layout topologies have been proposed, using

fewer fins and moving multi-fingered transistors toward the center of

the fins [5]. The effectiveness of this technique is limited to multi-

finger gates with very short fins; it is inapplicable to minimum-sized

standard cells; therefore it does not provide significant improvements

for many standard cells in a library. Alternatively, multiple dummy

gates may be added [7] at the ends of a fin (i.e., more than the single

dummy gate that is normally used), thus moving the stress-relaxed
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end of the fin away from the functional transistors; however, these

dummy gates incur significant area overheads. Furthermore, we show

that the improvements due to additional dummy gates diminish as

the number of active gates increases. On average, a standard cell in

Nangate 15nm library contains 6 transistor gates: altering the layout

topology and adding dummy gates provides improvements only for

transistors near the edge of the fin, but changing the contacted gate

pitch can provide significant improvements in strain for all transistors.
This work proposes using standard cells with double the minimum

contacted gate pitch on selected gates that lie on critical paths, in

order to improve the worst-case delay of a circuit. Doubling the

gate pitch increases the source/drain stressor volume and provides

greater mobility and threshold voltage improvements, but incurs about

twice the area (standard cell width), increased parasitic diffusion

capacitance, and some increase in the leakage power. However, it will

be shown that the improvements in mobility and threshold voltage

outweigh the disadvantages when used selectively on the critical paths

to optimize circuit delay. Since only a few selected gates are modified

to double gate pitch, the layout impact is not large, and the area

impact is further mitigated by the white space that is available in

typical row-based placements due to incomplete row utilization.

Fig. 1. Pull-up/pull-down transistors with nominal and double the gate pitch.
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Fig. 2. Change in critical path delay with gate pitch for two benchmarks.

To illustrate the idea, Fig. 1 shows four-fin, two-gate structures

with 1× (nominal) and 2× contacted gate pitch; these may represent

a pull-up or pull-down network of a two-input standard cell with a

single dummy gate (in gray) at each end of the fin. An increase in the

contacted gate pitch increases the length of the green source/grain re-

gion between the gates, where the stressors lie, and applies additional

stress, enhancing performance. This reduces the critical path delay,

and its trend as a function of a uniform gate pitch (applied to every

cell in the layout), is illustrated in Fig. 2 for 14nm FinFET-based

implementations of the ac97 ctrl and pci bridge32 circuits.1

1Here, the pitch is increased from the 1× (54nm) value to 2× (108nm) in
9nm steps to illustrate the trend, but only 54nm and 108nm are legal values.



Our approach accounts for layout dependency [5] by characterizing

stress in the underlying layout and translating its impact on SPICE

transistor model parameters. Our contributions are:

• We determine the stress on each transistor using finite element

method (FEM) based characterizations for a subset of layout

structures. The corresponding mobility multipliers and threshold

voltage shifts are stored as a look-up table.

• The look-up tables are employed to build and characterize a

standard cell library with two versions of each cell, one with

the standard gate pitch and one with twice the pitch.

• We apply the notion of dual gate pitches to optimize benchmark

circuits, comparing our approach with conventional gate sizing,

where selected gates on the critical paths are up-sized to improve

worst-case path delay

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the FinFET

structural and layout parameters along with the stressors used in this

work. Next, Section III elaborates on the finite element simulation

methodology employed to simulate the process-induced stress. This is

followed by a discussion of the analytical techniques used to obtain

mobility multipliers and threshold voltage shifts, stored as a look-

up-table, for standard cell characterization in Section IV. Finally,

in Section V, we use a sensitivity-based algorithm to improve the

worst-case delay of 14nm/10nm benchmark circuits and compare our

method with a similar gate sizing approach.

II. FINFET PARAMETERS AND STRESSORS

The magnitude of engineered stress depends upon the FinFET

geometry and layout parameters. This section describes the FinFET

structure and the intentional stressors considered in this work.

A. FinFET structure and layout

FinFET transistors belong to the family of three-dimensional multi-

gate transistors, with the gate wrapping around the channel on three

sides. The structure is characterized by two sidewalls and a top

surface. If a hard mask exists on the top surface, it is treated as

a double-gate transistor, else it acts as a triple-gate transistor. We

consider triple-gate transistor structures in this work, but the concepts

are applicable to double-gate FinFETs too.

A representative FinFET structure is shown in Fig. 3(a). The

FinFET is characterized by fin height, Hfin, fin thickness, Tfin,

and gate length, Lgate. The electrical width, Wfin, for a triple-gate

structure is determined as Wfin = 2×Hfin +Tfin. Often, multiple

fins are used to improve the drive current and to reduce variability

of a given transistor. For a multi-fin device with Nfin fins, the total

electrical width is given as Nfin×Wfin, i.e., this can be increased in

quantized integer steps. The fin is partially surrounded by recessed

shallow trench (STI) made up of SiO2. We consider a Hi-K metal

gate technology, where the Hi-K gate oxide is made up of HfSiO,

while the metal gate is made up of TiN metal.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) Basic FinFET structure (b) Layout of a 4-fin-4-gate cell with
dummy poly (dashed grey) at the ends.

In Fig. 3(b), the layout top-view of a four-fin four-transistor cell

is shown. The gate is flanked by a dielectric low-k spacer (yellow

regions) of thickness LSP that reduces the gate-to-source/drain

capacitance. The terms Pgate and Pfin represent the gate pitch and

fin pitch, respectively. The length, LS/D, of the source/drain region

can be derived from the primary parameters as:

LS/D = Pgate − Lgate − 2× LSP (1)

FinFET-based standard cells are flanked by a single dummy gates

(shaded grey) at the end of the fin, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Thus, for

a given gate pitch Pgate, the width of a standard cell with n active

transistors, in the pull-up or pull-down network, is given as an integer

multiple of the gate pitch as (n + 1)Pgate. The FinFET structural

and layout parameters used in this work are given in Table I.

TABLE I

FINFET PARAMETERS

Lgate Hfin Tfin LSP Pfin Pgate

14nm 18nm 30nm 10nm 10nm 48nm 54nm

10nm 14nm 30nm 8nm 9nm 40nm 48nm

CMOS integrated circuits use logic gates typically with one to four

independent inputs, and the number of NMOS/PMOS transistors in

a minimum-sized gate is identical to the number of inputs. For logic

gates with higher drive strengths, fingered layouts are used. Here, we

consider logic gates of strengths 1×, 2×, and 4×, and for inverters

or buffers (typically used to drive large loads), we also consider 8×,

16×, and 32× standard cells. Therefore, in this paper, the number of

active NMOS/PMOS transistors in a gate take values NumTran ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 32}.

B. Intentional stressors

Intentional stress can be engineered into transistor channels to

boost mobilities and hence circuit performance [3]. Positive (negative)

valued stress is termed as tensile (compressive). For PMOS (NMOS)

transistor type a compressive (tensile) stress along the channel

direction improves the hole (electron) mobilities. The following state-

of-the-art strain engineering techniques are considered in this work:

• Source/drain stress: Lattice-mismatched SiGe (SiC) alloy is

grown epitaxially in source/drain regions to generate compres-

sive (tensile) stress for PMOS (NMOS) transistors.

• Initial STI stress: Although regular STI is recessed below the

channel and has minor impact [3], densified STI can develop

initial stresses in the range of GPa [6].

• Initial gate stress: The metal gate can be incorporated with

initial stresses that relax to induce stress in the channel. An ini-

tial tensile (compressive) stress in the gate creates compressive

(tensile) stress in the channel [3].

We also assume the presence of one dummy gate at the edge of the

fin. This generates some compressive stress at the edge of the layout,

instead of the stress relaxation that is seen in its absence.

III. FINFET STRESS MODELING AND CHARACTERIZATION

Post manufacturing, the lattice-mismatched stress in the

source/drain regions, together with the initial stresses in the

STI and the metal gate relax and induce stress in the FinFET

channel. This section discusses the finite element method (FEM)

based stress modeling methodology that we develop for obtaining

stress distributions in the transistor channel in a standard cell layout.
In general, finite element simulations must be performed for all

the standard cells in the layout. However, recognizing structural

similarities between the standard cells, we build a set of stress

primitives. For instance, the fin structure for logic gates INV X2,

NAND2 X1, and NOR2 X1 consists of the same number (two gates)

of pull-up and pull-down transistors, and they differ only in their

electrical connectivity. We ignore the stress due to the contacts

whose contribution is negligible compared to other stressors [4].

Specifically, we perform stress simulations to characterize fins with

n ∈ NumTran gates and a dummy gate on each end, where

NumTran is as defined in Section II-A.
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A. Stress modeling

The mechanical stress in a system is determined by its three normal

stress components, σii,σjj , σkk, and three shearing stress components

τij , τjk, and τki. Here i, j, k denote the three mutually perpendicular

directions of a coordinate system. In integrated circuits, a suitable

coordinate system is along the Miller index directions [110], [110],

[001] represented by x′,y′, and z′. It can be noted that z′ direction

corresponds to z-axis direction of the Cartesian coordinate system,

while x′ − y′ are obtained by rotating Cartesian x− y axes by 45o.

Since mobility variations in FinFET devices are primarily due to

the σx′x′ component along the channel direction x′, we concern our

discussion to σx′x′ component alone. Finite element simulations are

performed for various FinFET layout geometries using ABAQUS [8]

with the dimensions in Table I for each of the n ∈ NumTran gate

structures for the 1× (nominal) and 2× gate pitches. The stresses

in each transistor region are obtained by numerically averaging the

tensor components along fin width, fin height and channel length as:

σ′ =
1

Lgate

1

Hfin

1

Tfin

∫

σ′dx′dy′dz (2)

The Young’s modulus (denoted by E) in GPa for the materials

Si, SiO2, TiN, and HfSiO are: 162, 71.7, 640, and 110, respectively.

The corresponding Poisson’s ratio (denoted by ν) for the materials

Si, SiO2, TiN, and HfSiO are: 0.28, 0.16, 0.25, and 0.2.

B. Simulation of stress relaxation

The magnitude of the initial stress in lattice-mismatched

source/drain regions depends upon the mole fraction of the impurity

(Ge or C) in the epitaxially grown alloy materials. For a Ge concen-

tration of x% and C concentration of y%, the corresponding alloy

materials are represented as Si1−xGex and Si1−yCy , respectively.

The lattice constants of Si, Ge, and C are 0.546nm, 0.566nm, and

0.347nm, respectively. The lattice constants of the alloy materials are

obtained by Vegard’s law, which gives the resultant lattice constant as

a linear combination of individual lattice constants. Clearly, the lattice

constant of Si1−xGex (Si1−yCy) is greater (smaller) than the lattice

constant of Si. In this work, we choose a Ge (C) concentration 50%

(2%). Thus, when the corresponding alloy materials are epitaxially

grown in the source/drain regions, SiGe has an initial compressive

stress, while SiC is under a tensile stress in the neighbouring

PMOS and NMOS channels, respectively. Moreover, the stress thus

developed is isotropic in nature. The initial stress in the source/drain

regions is computed as [9]:

S
S/D
ii =

ESi

1− 2νSi

(

aSi − aD

aSi

)

d

Here, S
S/D
ii for i ∈ x′, y′, z denotes the initial stress component. The

terms ESi and νSi represent the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s

ratio of silicon. The terms in the braces correspond to the lattice-

mismatched strain. The terms aSi and aD correspond to the lattice

constants of silicon and the impurity D ∈ {Ge,C}, respectively. The

term d denotes the impurity concentration and equals 50% for Ge,

and 2% for C.

In addition, the corresponding initial isotropic stresses in STI and

metal gate are assigned values of SSTI
ii = −1GPa and S

gate
ii = +1GPa

for i ∈ {x′, y′, z}.

The gate-last approach is captured by a two-stage simulation:

• The system is first simulated with initial stresses of S
S/D
ii and

SSTI
ii in the source/drain and STI regions. The gate is absent in

this step to simulate the replacement gate process. The averaged

stress tensor in the transistor channel is denoted by σ′
(S/D,STI).

• Next, it is simulated with an initial stress of S
gate
ii in the

gate region to simulate the gate-last approach to obtain the

corresponding channel-averaged stress tensor, σ′
Gate.

The total stress in each individual transistor channels is obtained by

a linear superposition of the components of two tensors as:

σ′
Total = σ′

(S/D,STI) + σ′
Gate (3)
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Fig. 4. Average σx′x′ channel stress among all the transistors due to
intentional stress in (a) PMOS and (b) NMOS transistors. Here 1GP and
2GP correspond to 54nm and 108nm, respectively.

For the rest of the discussion, the stress tensor components denote

the channel averaged stress distributions. To characterize the effect

of increased gate pitch, we observe the σx′x′ component along the

channel length, averaged among all the transistors in a fin. Fig. 4

plots the average stress in structures with n ∈ NumTran gates,

separately for PMOS and NMOS transistors. We observe that:

• The layout dependency is evident from the different magnitudes

of stress based on the number of gates in the layout, as also

observed in [5]. Channel stress becomes more compressive

for PMOS transistors as the number of gates increases. For

NMOS, at the nominal 54nm gate pitch, the stress becomes less

compressive, while at 2× gate pitch, it becomes more tensile.

• From Fig. 4(a), the σx′x′ component in the PMOS transistors

becomes more compressive as gate pitch doubles. On the other

hand, from Fig. 4(b) for the nominal (54nm) NMOS gate pitch

case, σx′x′ is compressive for a smaller number of transistors

and tends to be tensile as the number of active gates increase.

Furthermore, the σx′x′ component is tensile with the double gate

pitch, indicating that the SiC source/drain stress dominates.

IV. STRESS-AWARE STANDARD CELL CHARACTERIZATION

Having characterized the stress in a fin, we now focus on the impact

of stress on electrical parameter variations in specific standard cells.

In this section, we will present analytical mobility and threshold

voltage variation models based on analytical piezoresistivity and

deformation potential theory, respectively. These models are used to

populate look-up tables that determine the mobility multipliers and

threshold voltage shifts for each transistor within a standard cell [10],

which are fed to HSPICE simulations for library characterization.

A. Obtaining mobility multipliers and threshold voltage shifts

Mobility variations: According to piezoresistivity theory, the

changes in transistor mobility can be expressed as a function of

applied stress. A complete mathematical model is presented in [11].

Here, we assume, transistor channels are oriented along the [110]

axis direction. For each transistor k in a standard cell with n ∈
NumTran transistors, we obtain the mobility variation as:

∆µk

µ
= π′

11σ
k
x′x′ + π′

12σ
k
y′y′ + π12σ

k
z′z′ (4)

Here, µ denotes the carrier mobility and ∆µk the change in mobility

in the kth transistor. The terms π′

11 and π′

12 are the piezoresis-

tivity coefficients in the primed coordinate system, and π12 is a

piezoresistivity coefficient in the unprimed coordinate system since

the z-axis remains constant the translated coordinate system. The

stress components σk
x′x′ , σ

k
y′y′ , and σk

z′z′ are the channel averaged

normal stress components in the kth transistor obtained from FEM

simulations outlined in Section III.
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The electrostatics in a FinFET transistor differ from bulk technol-

ogy and so are their piezoresistivity coefficients. The piezoresistivity

values for FinFET-based transistors are given in Table II [12].

TABLE II

FINFET PIEZORESITIVITY COEFFS. IN (100) SI

π′

11 (Pa−1) π′

12 (Pa−1) π12 (Pa−1)

NMOS 452 × 10−12 256× 10−12
−576 × 10−12

PMOS −450 × 10−12 238× 10−12 101 × 10−12

During SPICE-level simulations, the corresponding mobility mul-

tipliers in the transistor k is given by 1 + ∆µk

µ
[10].

Threshold voltage variations: Applied mechanical stress also causes

shifts and splits in electronic band potentials and results in reduction

in energy band gap, and thus a reduction in threshold voltage. It has

been shown in [13] that epitaxial uniaxial strain results in reduction

in energy band gap and hence in threshold voltage. Deformation

potential theory relates changes in conduction and valence band

energy levels to strains in the crystallographic coordinate system.

Thus, stress components from finite element method in the primed co-

ordinate system need to be transformed into strains in crystallographic

Cartesian coordinate system. This can be accomplished by familiar

stress-strain relations (Hooke’s Law) and axis transformations in [14].

The resultant changes in energy band potentials in the kth transistor

of a standard cell, with n ∈ NumTran transistors, are given as:

∆E
(i)
C(k)

= Ξd

(

ǫ
k
xx + ǫ

k
yy + ǫ

k
zz

)

+ Ξuǫ
k
ii, i ∈ {x′

, y
′

, z
′}

∆E
(hh,lh)
V(k)

= a
(

ǫ
k
xx + ǫ

k
yy + ǫ

k
zz

)

(5)

±

√

b2

4
(ǫkxx + ǫkyy − 2ǫkzz)2 +

3b2

4
(ǫkxx − ǫkyy)2 + d2

(

ǫkxy
)2

Here, ∆E
(i)
C(k)

is the change in the conduction band potential energy

in the carrier band i for the kth transistor. The term Ehh
V(k)

(Elh
V(k)

)

denotes the heavy-hole [light-hole] valence band potential of the kth

transistor, with a corresponding usage of the positive [negative] sign

in the expression. The terms ǫkxx, ǫkyy, ǫkzz , ǫkyz , ǫkzx, and ǫkxy denote

the six channel-averaged strain components of the kth transistor in

the Cartesian coordinate system. The coefficient terms Ξd and a are

the hydrostatic deformation potential constants and the terms Ξu, b,

and d are the shear splitting deformation potential constants. The

corresponding values of the constants Ξd, Ξu, a, b, and d in eV

are [15]: 1.13, 9.16, 2.46, -2.35, -5.08.

The threshold voltage of PMOS/NMOS transistors can in turn be

expressed in terms of changes in conduction band and valence band

potentials. In this work, the changes in electronic band potentials are

due to the source/drain, STI, and gate stressors. The corresponding

threshold voltage shifts in the kth transistor for a structure with n ∈
NumTran transistors is given by:

q∆V
k
thp = (m− 1)∆EC(k)

−m∆EV(k)

q∆V
k
thn = −m∆EC(k)

+ (m− 1)∆EV(k)
(6)

where ∆V k
thp and ∆V k

thn are the threshold voltage shifts in PMOS

and NMOS threshold voltages, respectively, q is the electron charge,

and m (= 1.3 – 1.4) is the body-effect coefficient. ∆EC(k)
is the

minimum of the changes in conduction band potentials, ∆Ei
C(k)

and

∆EV(k)
are the maximum of the changes in valence band potentials,

∆Ehh
V(k)

and ∆Elh
V(k)

of the kth transistor in a standard cell.

Comparison: The Fig. 5 shows the mobility variations obtained by

using Equation (4), and the threshold voltage shifts obtained using

Equation (6) for nominal and twice the gate pitch in 14nm technology

(Pgate = 54nm). From the figures we can deduce the following:

• From Fig. 5(a), we can see that the magnitudes of PMOS and

NMOS mobility improvements are higher with double the gate

pitch, consistent with observations in Fig. 4. However, with 2×
the gate pitch, the relative improvements in PMOS transistors

is greater than NMOS transistors and can be explained by the

relative magnitudes of stress components.

• From Fig. 5(b), we can observe that the stress-induced threshold

voltage shifts in PMOS (NMOS) are positive (negative) valued

indicating reduction in threshold voltages. Moreover, when gate

pitch is doubled, PMOS and NMOS have increased threshold

voltage shifts. This contributes to delay improvements and in-

crease in leakage power with 2× gate pitch. Similar to mobility

variations, the PMOS transistors experience higher magnitudes

of threshold voltage shifts compared to NMOS transistors at

double the gate pitch.
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Fig. 5. (a) Average mobility (b) Average threshold voltage variations over
all transistors in PMOS and NMOS FinFETs. Here 1GP and 2GP correspond
to 54nm and 108nm, respectively.

B. Library characterization

The standard cell characterization takes the underlying layout

into consideration. For a given library of standard cells and their

corresponding layouts, the following steps are performed considering

a nominal gate pitch and twice its value:

• We obtain stress distributions for different structures with n ∈
NumTran gates for nominal and double the gate pitch. The

stress tensor components are averaged along the channel using

Equation (2). We obtain the total stresses simulating gate-last

approach using Equation (3) in Section III-B.

• We obtain mobility variation and threshold voltage shifts by

applying the piezoresistivity model in Equation (4), and defor-

mation potential theory formulation in Equations (5), (6). The

electrical variations are stored in a look-up table as correspond-

ing mobility multipliers and as threshold voltage shifts.

• We apply, during standard cell characterization, based on the

number of active transistors in the layout, the look-up table

entries by performing HSPICE circuit simulations.

• For delay, we characterize our standard cell library for different

supply voltages, load capacitances, and input slopes. For leakage

power, we characterize our library for different supply voltages

and static input conditions.

We apply this standard cell characterization approach for a 14nm and

10nm PTM [16] technologies in conjunction with BSIM-CMG [17]

FinFET transistor models. To allow standard cells with twice the gate

pitch to be used on selected gates of the critical paths, we characterize

two sets of libraries – one with nominal gate pitch, which we refer

to as Library 1GP, and another with twice the gate pitch which is

referred to as Library 2GP. Thus it takes twice the time to characterize

both sets of libraries, but this is a one-time effort.

V. RESULTS

In Sections III and IV, we have seen that using standard cells with

twice the nominal gate pitch improves the magnitudes of engineered

mobility and threshold voltage shifts. In this section, we show the

circuit delay improvements that can be obtained by using standard

cells with twice the gate pitch. We compare our technique with
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conventional gate sizing approach and we show that a combination

of the two results in superior improvements.

A. Timing optimization framework

We begin with a placed circuit netlist with nominal gate pitch,

and apply optimization techniques to improve the delay by replacing

selected standard cells with twice the gate pitch or by using a

higher strength variant (sizing) of the standard cell. For this we

chose a TILOS [18] based circuit optimization framework. We find

the best delay achievable with our optimization within the given

placement area. Typical standard cell rows have enough white space

to accommodate the higher strength variants or the double gate pitch

variants; for example, our benchmarks show row utilizations ranging

from 35% to 80%. The timing optimization is outlined as follows:

1) Find the current most critical path in the design.

2) For each gate on the current critical path, compute the change in

the critical path delay, ∆D, and leakage power, ∆L, obtained

by either upsizing the gate or by choosing a corresponding gate

with twice the gate pitch.

3) Find the gate with the best gain G = ∆D/∆L, and replace it

with corresponding higher strength variant (sizing) or with a

corresponding standard cell with twice the gate pitch.

4) Go to step 1 till convergence criteria is met.

The procedure converges when no possible upsizing/double gate

pitch standard cells are found, or if the circuit area exceeds a bound.

We compare three strategies for circuit optimization:

• Only gate sizing (OPT X): The cells are replaced by an upsized

variant, e.g., INV X1 may be replaced with INV X2 (Fig. 6).

The cells are chosen from Library 1GP alone.

• Only double gate pitch (OPT 2GP): The cells are replaced are

corresponding cells with twice the gate pitch, e.g., INV X1 may

be replaced with INV X1 2GP (Fig. 6). The cells are chosen

from Library 2GP alone.

• Combined optimization (OPT Comb): While selecting the cell

with best gain, we consider both sizing and double gate pitch

options, and chose the cell with a higher gain. Cells can be

chosen from either Library 1GP or Library 2GP.

Fig. 6. Layouts of INV X1, INV X2 (sizing), INV X1 2GP with twice the
gate pitch. For a gate pitch of 54nm, the corresponding standard cell widths
are: 108nm, 162nm, and 216nm.

Gate selection: We now show a example of gate choices during op-

timization. Table III shows the delay and average leakage power of a

set of NAND2 standard cells in the Library 1GP, Library ExDummy,

and Library 2GP. The standard cells in Library 1GP and Library 2GP

have nominal and twice the gate pitch, respectively as discussed in

Section IV-B. The gates in Library ExDummy have an additional pair

of dummy gates so that the active transistors do not experience fin-

edge effects. The column n denotes the number of active transistors

in the fin. We can see that a higher strength variant within the same

library provides both superior PMOS rise and NMOS fall delays,

while the corresponding cell with twice the gate pitch provides

better PMOS rise-delay improvements compared to NMOS fall-delay

improvements. This is due to the relatively smaller mobility and

threshold voltage improvements in NMOS transistors shown in Fig. 5

in Section IV-A. The standard cell leakage power is expected to

increase with increased width (higher strength) and with greater

threshold voltage shifts (twice the gate pitch). However, doubling

the gate pitch incurs comparatively smaller magnitude of leakage

power compared to upsizing a gate. Further, it can be seen that

the best rise delay improvement from the 2GP case is significantly

better than that of the 1GP case. For completeness, we compare the

corresponding gates in the Library ExDummy. We can observe that

the delay improvements, obtained by adding additional dummy gates,

diminish with the number of active transistors.

TABLE III

DELAY AND LEAKAGE POWER OF 14NM NAND2 CELLS.

Gate n
Library 1GP Library ExDummy Library 2GP

Rise/Fall Leakage Rise/Fall Leakage Rise/Fall Leakage
(ps) (nW) (ps) (nW) (ps) (nW)

NAND2 X1 2 11.4/19.4 19.9 11.2/16.9 20.5 7.1/18.7 32.2

NAND2 X2 4 7.6/13.1 40.2 6.7/12.3 40.8 3.9/12.7 64.7

NAND2 X4 8 6.1/10.7 80.8 6/10.6 81 3.2/9.2 130.3

B. Circuit-level optimization with dual gate pitches

We apply our techniques to a set of IWLS05 [19] benchmarks

described in Table IV. The column denoted #G refers number of

number of gates in the corresponding circuit. We use CAPO [20] for

circuit placement and PTM SPICE models. Our inputs are:

• Characterized standard cell libraries with nominal (Library 1GP)

and double gate pitch (Library 2GP) for 14nm/10nm technology.

• An initial placed netlist with nominal gate pitch cells. We treat

this as our reference and term it as the “Nominal” case. Note

that the layouts of 14nm and 10nm are different.

We run static timing analysis and compute the dynamic and static

leakage power by propagating signal probabilities. We compare the

delay, total power, and the power-delay product of the nominal and

timing-optimized circuits, where the power-delay product multiplies

the total power and the worst-case path delay of the circuit, and is a

measure of the energy consumption per clock cycle.

Table IV shows the results of three optimizations, OPT X,

OPT 2GP, and OPT Comb in a 14nm and 10nm technology. The

columns D0, P0, and E0 denote the worst-case critical path delay,

total power (sum of dynamic and static leakage power), and the

power-delay product of the nominal circuit without optimizations in

14nm technology. We present the changes in the circuit metrics with

reference to the nominal case. The columns ∆Di, ∆Pi, and ∆Ei

under 14nm technology indicate the changes in delay, total power, and

the power-delay product using optimization i, where i = 1, 2, 3 refer

to OPT X, OPT 2GP, and OPT Comb, respectively. For 10nm tech-

nology, the columns D4 and E4 denote the nominal delay and power-

delay product, respectively. The relative changes in delay (power-

delay product) for OPT X, OPT 2GP, and OPT Comb are given in

columns ∆D5, ∆D6, and ∆D7 (∆E5, ∆E6, and ∆E7), respectively.

Negative (positive) changes indicate improvements (degradations). It

can be seen that the total power increases for all the optimizations.

This is because, a higher strength variant has greater transistor width,

while using cells with twice the gate pitch incurs higher magnitudes

of threshold voltage shifts as seen in Fig. 5. Both these effects

contribute to increased leakage power of the circuit. Finally, we report

the average improvements (degradations) in delay and power-delay

product (total power) for all optimizers, over all circuits.

From Table IV, the changes in circuit metrics using the three opti-

mization techniques in 14nm and 10nm technology are summarized

as follows:

• OPT X: For 14nm technology, the delay improvements range

from 0% to -20.6%, the total power degrades by 0.01% to

2.1%, and the power-delay product changes by -19.0% to 0.01%.

We can observe that for the benchmark mem ctrl in this work,

the critical path delay did not change but the total power
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TABLE IV

CIRCUIT OPTIMIZATION RESULTS FOR 14NM/10NM TECHNOLOGY

Circuit #G

14nm Technology 10nm Technology
Nominal OPT X OPT 2GP OPT Comb Nominal OPT X OPT 2GP OPT Comb

D0 P0 E0 ∆D1 ∆P1 ∆E1 ∆D2 ∆P2 ∆E2 ∆D3 ∆P3 ∆E3 D4 E4 ∆D5 ∆E5 ∆D6 ∆E6 ∆D7 ∆E7

(×1K) (ps) (µW) (fJ) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (ps) (fJ) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

ac97 ctrl 9.5 131 845 111 -20.6% 2.0% -19.0% -18.3% 1.31% -17.2% -22.1% 2.8% -20.0% 103 94 -19.4% -18.2% -28.2% -26.3% -29.1% -26.5%
aes core 11.9 141 700 99 -9.9% 1.2% -8.9% -11.3% 1.34% -10.2% -18.4% 3.0% -16.0% 101 77 -7.9% -7.0% -6.9% -6.1% -14.9% -12.1%

des 4.6 264 463 122 -3.0% 0.3% -2.8% -8.7% 0.27% -8.5% -9.8% 1.3% -8.7% 206 103 -11.7% -11.1% -15.5% -14.9% -15.5% -14.3%

ethernet 28.0 238 1704 406 -6.7% 0.3% -6.5% -8.0% 0.33% -7.7% -11.3% 0.6% -10.8% 206 373 -8.3% -7.9% -3.9% -3.8% -6.8% -6.6%

i2c 1.0 134 87 12 -18.7% 2.1% -16.9% -11.9% 0.98% -11.1% -24.6% 6.4% -19.8% 120 11 -32.5% -30.6% -36.7% -34.0% -41.7% -37.2%
mem ctrl 8.9 253 707 179 0.0% 0.01% 0.01% -6.7% 0.34% -6.4% -9.5% 1.2% -8.4% 203 153 -6.4% -6.1% -5.4% -5.2% -10.8% -9.8%

pci bridge32 10.0 187 727 136 -9.6% 0.7% -9.0% -13.4% 1.10% -12.4% -17.1% 1.7% -15.7% 149 117 -14.1% -13.2% -14.8% -13.9% -19.5% -18.1%

spi 3.1 259 262 68 -15.4% 0.8% -14.7% -5.0% 0.18% -4.9% -17.4% 1.6% -16.1% 213 60 -6.1% -5.8% -6.6% -6.3% -19.2% -17.9%

systemcdes 2.7 208 275 57 -2.4% 0.2% -2.2% -6.3% 0.37% -5.9% -9.1% 0.8% -8.4% 166 49 0.0% 0.02% -13.9% -12.9% -9.0% -8.6%
usb funct 11.2 192 749 144 -1.6% 0.1% -1.4% -10.4% 0.46% -10.0% -5.7% 0.5% -5.3% 146 117 -13.7% -12.9% -8.2% -7.8% -8.9% -8.4%

Average -8.8% 0.8% -8.1% -10.0% 0.7% -9.4% -14.5% 2.0% -12.9% Average -12.0% -11.3% -14.0% -13.1% -17.5% -15.9%

increases by 0.01% (however, the critical paths before and after

optimization are different); for the remaining circuits, we can

observe improvements in delay and the power-delay product.

The average improvements in delay and power-delay product are

-8.8% and -8.1%, respectively. For 10nm technology, the ranges

of (average) delay and power-delay product changes are: -32.5%

to 0% (-12%), and -30.6% to 0.02% (-11.3%), respectively.

• OPT 2GP: For 14nm technology, the delay and power-delay

improvements range from -5% to -18.3% and -4.9% to -17.2%,

respectively, for a total power overhead ranging from 0.18%

to 1.34%. The corresponding average improvements in delay

and power-delay product are -10% and -9.4%. For 10nm tech-

nology, the ranges of (average) delay and power-delay product

improvements are: -3.9% to -36.7% (-14%), and -3.8% to -34%

(-13.1%), respectively.

• OPT Comb: For 14nm technology, the changes in delay, total

power, and power-delay product range are: -5.7% to -24.6%,

0.5% to 6.4%, and -5.3% to -20%, respectively. The average

delay and power-delay product improvements are -14.5% and

-12.9%, respectively. For 10nm technology, the corresponding

ranges (average) of delay and power-delay product changes are:

-6.8% to -41.7% (-17.5%), and -6.6% to -37.2% (-15.9%).

From the changes in circuit metrics, we can observe that the

performance of the dual gate pitch technique (OPT 2GP) is superior

to the only sizing approach (OPT X) in most of the circuits except

ac97 ctrl, i2c, and spi (ethernet, mem ctrl and usb funct) in 14nm

(10nm) circuits. The relatively smaller delay improvements due to

OPT 2GP approach in these circuits, is due to the smaller NMOS fall

delays improvements compared to PMOS rise delays as discussed in

Section V-A. On the other hand the use of sizing can improve both the

rise/fall delays of a given gate on the critical path. This shows that it

is worth exploring the possibility of using a combination of both the

techniques as demonstrated by the combined approach. In fact, on an

average, the OPT Comb optimization approach provides better delay

and power-delay product improvements. In addition, it was observed

that the OPT Comb approach predominantly chooses corresponding

cells from Library 2GP (2× gate pitch) over higher strength variants

in LIbrary 1GP owing to their superior rise delay improvements at a

considerably smaller leakage overhead (refer Section V-A).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work demonstrates a dual gate pitch technique to improve

the source/drain stressor effectiveness in FinFET-based circuits. In

this approach, selected gates on the critical path are replaced with

corresponding gates with twice the gate pitch. The stress distributions

in the FinFETs are obtained through FEM simulations, and subse-

quently used to generate look-up tables for mobility multipliers and

threshold voltage shifts at SPICE level. A sensitivity-based circuit

optimization is employed to optimize circuit delays using sizing,

twice the gate pitch, and a combination of both the techniques. It has

been shown that the power-delay product of FinFET-based circuits

can be improved by performing a concurrent sizing and dual gate

pitch optimization.
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